
SEALING OF SKULLS

Welcome to the sealing of skulls exercise.   In order to move into the next level of movement
we  require  to  have  support  that  can  only  be  achieved  thru  our  connection  to  the  skull
collective. 

You will require a bible (preferably a King James Version), some salt and of course your skull.
It is to be noted that the skull will not allow connection without these items as it requires to be
CLEANSED FULLY before it can align itself and connect you to the higher dimensional levels
of creation in TRUTH. 

Please place the skull on top of the bible and place the salt around the skull as it sits on the
bible.  In cases where the crystal that the carving is made from is water soluble (selenite,
fluorite etc) please make sure that the skull is not touching the salt as the salt will start to
break down the actual crystal. 

Now with the skull sitting on the bible and with the salt placed around it we require to go into a
deep heart space meditation in order to connect with the skull at the higher levels. These
levels are guarded by wider creation and only a full connection to Christ thru the heart space
allows access to said levels. 

Closing your eyes please take a few deep breaths and allow your focus to become that of
TRUTH,  hold the intention to step into your inner heart space and ask Christ to step forward.
He will reveal a doorway and will ask you if you are ready to open said door, it is beyond the
door that we require to access so please validate by giving permission for Christ to open the
door. 

If at any point Christ refuses to open the door He will give you a word to indicate why this
cannot  be  done  at  this  time.  The  word  is  in  relation  to  a  seed  from  the  old  earth
construct/matrix that is not permitted to enter wider creation in TRUTH.  If this happens then
please follow the instructions of the meditation that is placed elsewhere on the Releasing
Eden website about connecting to the deep heart space.   Do this meditation to complte the
clearing and then return to this one. 

When Christ steps forward to open the door He will hand you an object, please hold on to the
object  and  be  prepared  for  the  object  to  turn  into  a  human  phrase  as  you  enter  the
dimensional space beyond the door and begin the process of aligning with your skull. 

Once inside the dimensional space you will be met again by Christ who will ask you to hand
back the object He handed you prior to your entry to this space.  Hand the object over and the
human phrase that has allowed you to remain partly attached to the old earth matrix will
reveal itself. You must give Christ permission to release this belief before moving to the next
part of this meditation. 

Once you have given permission a person will step forward and introduce themselves to you.
This person will  take human form but is not a human spirit,  they are a guide from wider
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creation in TRUTH who has chosen to walk with you through the corridor between worlds and
who was sent from our Creator YHWY to aid you at this time. 

This person will ask your permission to walk with you and will ask to align with you.  Giving
permission activates the connection that you will have with one another which is maintained,
protected and guarded spiritually on all levels by the crystal skull that you have placed on the
bible and surrounded by salt prior to entering this space. 

The connection will be revealed upon waking because you will be given a name in this deep
heart space and this is the name that the skull will use when connecting with you.  It matters
not  what  the  skull  revealed  as  its  name  to  you  in  any  prior  work,  many  of  the  skulls
deliberately used obscure names to hide themselves, it is not our purpose at this level (it will
be revealed later on) to judge this nor to attempt to understand it.  ALL JUST IS and WE ARE.

You may remain in this deep heart space allowing the connection to deepen as long as you
wish but the skull will pull you out of this if you attempt to wander ahead of yourself.  You are
now aligning fully with your creation in TRUTH purpose and this will not be the same as the
purpose you have walked until  this moment. We require to be moved out of the old earth
construct/matrix to reach this point before we are given clear guidance around our creation
purpose in  TRUTH, this  preserves our  journey and allows for  the clearing and cleansing
process because our human logical  mind is not involved.   It  aids no one and nothing to
circumvent this process because logic and reason have been used as powerful tools by the
old earth construct/matrix. 

The heart is TRUTH, the heart UNDERSTANDS and the heart remembers. We return HOME
in TRUTH thru our heart space and only thru said heart space. 

ALL JUST IS and WE ARE
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